SUBJECT: "I'VE BROKEN THE MACHINE"

1. SECRET - ENTIRE TEXT.

2. GENERAL SMITH AFFIRMED THE VIEW THAT THE UNPROFOR MISSION IS DRAWING TO A CLOSE. THE "ONE THOUSAND DOLLAR QUESTION IS ARE WE TO GO ON THROUGH THE PAIN BARRIER? ... YOU ARE PREPARED TO FIGHT OR YOU ARE NOT." ACCORDING TO SMITH "THIS IS THE ONLY QUESTION WHICH MATTERS."

IF YES:

3. IF THE ANSWER IS YES (WE ARE PREPARED TO CROSS THE BARRIER) IT MEANS BEING PREPARED FOR
   ---BODIES,
   ---A LONG TERM COMMITMENT
   ---RESOURCES, "MONEY,"
   ---AND A WILLINGNESS TO ESCALATE.
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SECRET
4. Further, for Smith, there must be "a clear plan behind me as to where we're going." There must be "a bigger aim than four weapons getting back into collection points." This was essential also for the "morale" of those hostages who may be sacrificed: there must be a larger reason, "a good, solid objective." Do we "fight a war?"

5. If we cross the pain barrier, UNPROFOR, diplomatic missions, and others trapped in Sarajevo become part of the problem as potential hostages. Smith feels strongly that the pain barrier decision must not be a question for the UN Secretary General, but rather a matter for the Security Council, because of its political content.

If no:

6. If we are not prepared to cross the pain barrier, Smith said "don't talk to me about air strikes, weapons collection points, exclusion zones, or safe areas." In this case as well, Smith said "I'm part of the problem: we can't do what we were doing." The UNPROFOR mission would have to withdraw, "leaving UNHCR" behind.

7. In either case, Smith says, "I've broken the machine, and it can't be put together." The UN mission is irreparably harmed in either case. The old conditions cannot be recreated, and the UN cannot pretend that it can operate under the existing mandates. There "must be a definition of the object of activity" for the UN. Smith says "I have demonstrably failed to reestablish the TEZ." He pointed out "we have no weapons collections points in our control." (Comment: We pointed out that they still control the Bosnian Government WCP's. End comment.) If the SG says to escalate, Smith "will not turn the key" until there is a plan in place, outlining who fills in behind the UNPROFOR mission.

What next?

8. Smith is able to hold on for a time. He has created a battle group near Vitez. (Comment: Vice President Ganic
CALLED US IN TO REASSURE HIM THAT THE BRITISH WERE NOT WITHDRAWING IN THIS AREA--THE LOCAL POPULACE HAD TRIED TO BLOCK SOME ELEMENTS FROM CONSOLIDATING WITH THIS FEAR IN MIND. END COMMENT.) THE GROUP WILL CONSIST OF PRIMARILY BRITISH ELEMENTS
--3 WARRIOR RIFLE COMPANIES
--A RECCE SQUADRON
--AN ENGINEER SQUADRON
--ONE OR MORE FIRE SUPPORT COMPANIES WITH ANTI-TANK MISSILES AND MORTARS (SMITH IS REQUESTING CANADIAN AND SPANISH PARTICIPATION)
--HELICOPTERS FOR CASUALTY EVACUATION
--ARMED LYNX HELICOPTERS

9. SMITH EMPHASIZES THAT "AIR POWER WILL NOT SOLVE THIS PROBLEM." RATHER, "WE'RE COMING DOWN TO THE GROUND." IT IS ESSENTIAL, ESPECIALLY IN THE CASE OF AN UNPROFOR EXTRACTION, TO DETERMINE WHO "FILLS IN BEHIND UNPROFOR."

10. THIS MORNING AT THE VRANJIA BRIDGE CONFRONTATION, THE FRENCH CAPTURED SIX SERB PRISONERS AND ONE BODY. AT THE TIME OF OUR CONVERSATION THE FRENCH STILL HAD TEN SERBS "UNDER THE GUNS" BUT THERE WERE TWO FRENCH SOLDIERS AMONG THEM. ACCORDING TO SMITH, THE SERBS WERE TERRIBLY ANXIOUS TO NEGOTIATE FOR THE PRISONERS, BUT SMITH REFUSED TO DISCUSS THE MATTER EXCEPT WITH MLADIC PERSONALLY.

11. THE REASON FOR THE SERB ANXIETY IS TWO-FOLD. FIRST, THEY ARE AFRAID THAT THE PRISONERS MIGHT BE TURNED OVER TO THE BOSNIANS (WITH UNPREDICTABLE RESULTS), AND, SECOND, SMITH BELIEVES THE SERBS MAY BE FROM THE FRY, NOT BOSNIA. REPORTEDLY THEY SPOKE FRENCH AND WERE DRESSED EXACTLY LIKE THE FRENCH: IN THIS WAY, "WE ARE OUTSIDE THE GENEVA CONVENTION." (COMMENT: GANIC ALSO RAISED THE ISSUE OF PRISONERS WITH US, SAYING THAT THE BOSNIANS WOULD WANT TO SEIZE THEM FROM THE FRENCH DURING TRANSFER TO THE PTT BUILDING. WE URGED, EMPHATICALLY, THAT THE BOSNIANS LEAVE THEM WITH SMITH, WITHOUT PROVIDING ANY DETAILS. GANIC SAID HE WOULD, IN FACT, PROVIDE A POLICE ESCORT TO ASSURE THAT THEY ARRIVE SAFE AND IN SMITH'S HANDS. END COMMENT.)
12. SMITH IS PREPARED TO NEGOTIATE FOR THE RETURN OF THE BODY IN THE EVENT THAT THE FRENCH NEED A HERCULES FOR A MEDEVAC OF ONE OR MORE OF THEIR WOUNDED.

13. COMMENT: SMITH REAFFIRMED OUR VIEW THAT THE UNPROFOR MISSION IS DRAWING TO AN END, REGARDLESS OF THE RESUMPTION OF ROBUST ACTION. UNPROFOR CANNOT GO BACK TO THE STATUS QUO ANTE, AND YET IF IT FAILS TO ESCALATE, AND MUST ACCEPT INSTEAD A NEGOTIATED, FACE-SAVING SOLUTION, IT WILL BE UNABLE TO ENFORCE ANY ELEMENT OF ITS MANDATE: THE SAFE AREAS, TEZ, AND PREVIOUS REGIME WILL BE LOST COMPLETELY AND CANNOT BE REPLACED BY THIS UN MISSION. IF THE UN DETERMINES TO CONTINUE WITH AN ENFORCEMENT OPERATION, THE MISSION WILL END: UNPROFOR WILL REQUIRE A NATO EXTRACTION. WE BELIEVE THAT WE ARE APPROACHING PERHAPS THE FINAL CRISIS OF THE UNPROFOR MISSION IN BOSNIA. END COMMENT: MENZIES